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Blackout hits Hokin Center
Oltonicle illustration

The Holdn Cen ter and the Annex are gettin g read y for the Blackout
Week startin g October 25.

By Gina Dowden
StAff Photogr"''hn'

The walls of the Hokin Gallery
and Annex are dark this week.
All art work has been taken down
and replaced with biack posters.
The speakers will be silent, because of a lack of student interest
and participation.
The Hokin Gallery and Annex are
designed to fund and showcase student work, butaccording to the Holcin
C en ter coordinator CaroiAnn
Brown, both have been grossly overlooked and underuti lized by
Columbia siUdents. The Hokin Advisory Board, madeupoffacultyand
siUdents, decided to shut down the
centec for one week, to show what
haAJe~~S when no one cares.
"Students put in what they get
o ut. When they put in nothing, they
get nothing," explains Kim
Wright, student member of the
Hokin Advi s ory Board. All

Columbia students pay a $15 fee
each semester that goes into a
general budget, and last year a
s ubstantial amount went unused.
The Hokin blackout is a reach-out
campaign organized to raise
awareness and heighten a sense of
increasing participation by students and faculty.
The Advisory Board and Hokin
management are actively seeking
more support from not only the students, but from faculty as well. The
primary mission ofthe Hokin Center
is " to feature outstanding student
work and presenting cutting edge
artists and communicators," exp lained
CarolAnn Brown.
Unknown or just overlooked, Hokin
Center is equipped to fund and
showcase all types of an, photography, comedy and music.
In the Works, a new gallery,
will showcase students work from
all departments, in hopes of becoming closer to the whole

"classroom experience," said
CaroiAnn Brown.
The Hokin Gallery has sponsored a s tudent honors exhibit
dedicated to outstanding artists
referred by Brown, faculty and
siudents, who have received other
awards and recognition. Material
like this to enhance student, social, culture and education that is
the basic criteria for funding from
the center, according to Wright
The Hokin Advisory Board is
comprised of representatives from
each academic department It was
created to help set policies and oversec the budget Funding for an event
can only be approved after a formal
proposal is given to CarolAnn
Brown. If the proposal has an estimated cost exceeding $1,500, it
will then be submitted to the Hokin
Advisory Board for approval. This
process is essential because it brings
faculty and students together to
make important decisions.
Open throughout the year, Hokin
Gallery is at the disposal of all
students and faculty. Talented artists, musicians, and comedians are
unseen and unheard, because students are not applying. Because of
this, a facility designed to improve
Columbia College's cultural and
educational atmosphere has been
nearly invisible.
The blackout is t he Hokin
Center's way of makin g the
Columbia s tudent-body sec the
light. By taking away the beauty
of art and music, the board hopes
everyone will understand the important opportunities it provides
for students at Columbia.

Review accepting poetry~
Quarterly.

By Simeon Peebler
Editorial Ptlge Editor

Nationally

distributed

Columbia Poetry Review is now
accepting submissions for its
seventh year of publication.
"We actively invite student
work," said Paul Hoover, the
faculty adviser of the magazine.
Originally the Columbia
Poetry Review published only
the best student work, but
recently changed format for national distribution. "In issue five
we opened up to outside poets,"
said Hoover.
About two· thirds o f the poetry
is Columbia student work.
Notable outside past contributors include Amy Gerstler.
Gerstler received the 1991 National Book Critics Circle
Award for Poetry.
Though 1,800 copies are
printed, some 1,300 are earmarked
for
national
distribution. This arrangement
allows it to compete with similar
publications such as the Denver

Editors of this year' s
magazine are Columbia students Jessica Cohen, Bryan
Tsikouris and Conrad Wells.
"The editors tend to be our most
seasoned poets," said Hoover.
Past Columbia Poetry Review
editors have continued to find
success in poetry and writing.
Former editor Karolyn Koo
took h e r experience and
founded her own magazine, No
Roses Review. After two issues,
No Roses Review is doing very
well according to Hoover.
Mary Jo Bang has now gone
on to the M.F.A. program at
Columbia University in New
York.
In addition, Natalie Kenvin's
book of poetry has been accepted for publication by Boa
Editions. The introduction will
be written by poet Carolyn
Foche. Kenvin is working with
AI Poulin, a major anthologist
for small press distribution.
To date, the Columbia Poetry
Review has received between 60
and 70 submissions from outside contributors, along with
numerous Columbia student
works. Many of the Columbia
submissions have come from
poetry workshop classes.
Submissions should be sent
with a self-addressed stamped
envelope to Columbia Poetry
Review, English Department,
600 S. Michigan, Chicago, IL.,
60605 . They can also b e
brought to the English office on
the seventh floor of the Wabash
building.
T he submission deadline is
Jan. 15, 1994.

Sex poticies sweep U.S. coD~es
By Denine Zenere
SlaffWriUr

Sexual harassmeqt has become a
major issue in colleges and universities across the nation.
Recently,AntiochCollegeinYellow Springs, Ohio, adopted a new
policy that the administration
believes will stop sexual harassment. (See Olronicle Oct 4-1993).
Antioch!s policy, developed to
deal with sexual assaults, states,
"Verbal consent should be oblained
with each new level of physical
and,tt sexual contact or conduct in
any given interaction regardless of
who initiates it Asking, 'Do you
want to have sex with me?' is not
enough. The request for consent
must be specific for each act"
Bernice Sandler, a senior associate with the Washingtonbased Center for Women 's Studies
stated,"Although it does put a burden on the person who is initiating
the act, it procects them."
Columbia's sexual harassment ·
policy reads, " Columbia College

recognizes the right of every
employee, student and guest to be
free from sexual harassment It is
against Columbia's policy for any
male or fe m ale Columbia
employee, student or guest to
sexually harass another Columbia
employee, student or guest As
evidence of the importance of this
matter to the quality of life at this
college, a single incident of sexual
harassment may result in disciplinary action, including termination
of employment, or, in the case of a
s tudent, dismissal."
If an employee or student of
Columbia College thinks he or she
has been sexually harassed, they
should file a complaint with the
executive vice president within 30
days of the alleged harassment
Columbia' s policy also s tates,
"In the event of the executive vice
president's absence, o r in the event
of a complaint against the executive vice president, the Academic

Sex
Seepage2

Homeless people, such as Carlos Lopez, 34, are as much a part of the 11th St. sculpture
garden as The Leaping Wall by Ellen Nasvik (left). Lopez came to Chicago from Ohio about
a month ago.
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BUZZ

By Matt Kurten
&ecutiot £ditor

Take heed, decent people. Now there is a way to express our often
disagreeable views on dilemmas within humanity. Whenever humans
arc confronted with ethical decisions, we believe we arc correct in our
assessment and solution of a problem, that in many cases docs not
directly affect us. Yet as time goes by, these problems have grown to
affect many of us, because we all feel so strongly that we arc correct.
Well now yo~r discussion of, and theoretical solutions to, the growing
ethtcal questiOns of today can fatten your wallet. The Elie Wiesel
Foundation for Humanity 1994 prize. in ethics essay contest features
a total purse of $10,000. This is an opportunity for all undergraduate
seniors to voice their opinions, and the ritualistic torture of structuring
your thoughts into a 3,000-4,000 word essay, that is going to impress
the esteemed panel of judges and win you some dough. This year there
arc two themes: "Identify and respond to the most critical ethical
problem in government, professional or social life," or "Identify and
respond to the ways in which great writers have addressed contemporary ethical dilemmas." Dr. Chuck Freilich of the English
department is the Columbia contact for information regarding this
event. For .those of you who wish to bypass Chuck, write to: The Elie
Weisel Foundation for Humanity, 1177 Avenue of the Americas, 36th
floor, New York, NY 10036, or phone (212) 221-1100.
If that doesn' t rev your creative juices maybe this will: Paula
Eubanks of the Career Planning and Placement Office yodeled this
to me from her desk. On Wed., October 27, at 1:30 and 5:30p.m., a
workshop will be held regarding interviewing techniques. This event
will take place in the pool suite of the Sybaris hotel. A meeting place
has not yet been designated, so proceed to suite 300 of the Wabash
building where a suitable room will be found.
On October 28 - 30 at 8 p.m., The Dance Center of Columbia
College, 4730 N. Sheridan Rd., Chicago, will feature New York's Art
Bridgman and Myrna Packer. This duet will feature new work commissioned by The Dance Center, featuring local dancers and students,
as well as two separate pieces performed by Bridgman and Packer
focusing on gender relations. Admission is $12 on the 28, $14 on the
29, and $15 on the 30. Call (312) 271-7928 for info.
As the weeks have gone by, I think all of you buzz-junkies have a
clue as to what purpose this column serves- to get involved. Don't say
I'm not giving you a shove here: Student Organiwtions Day is Wed.,
November 3. This means, simply, that any student with a desire to form
•.an organization, or students in an organization should be in attendance
at the Hokin Annex from II a.m.- 3 p.m. Interested? Call Gina at (312)
663-1600 ext. 185, or stop by room 301 of the Wabash building for
info..
~ontinuing on the organizational wave, Yvel/e Rambo, the journahsm rude/goddessN.P. of the new Columbia Student Television
Network, gave me Indian bums until I agreed to run information
concerning this new student-run organization. Membership is restricted
to those who have a 2.0 G.P.A., and can attend all of the bi-monthly
meetings. Don't come empty-headed though. All members are expected
to share ideas, knowledge and creativity to usc in the television broadcast industry. The organization's focus is hands-on experience in
television productions and opportunities to get screen credit, build your
resume tape and network with industry pros. Give Yvette a call, she' ll
be glad to hear from you, (312) 663-1600 ext. 672.
Is it a hum or a buzz? No doubt, it's a buzz. Where you take it, is up
to you, as most buzzes are subject-specific. lf you're a branded buzzjunkie you'll know what to do, if not, welcome to my worldopportunity. Till then, adios, BE YOU amigos!

Sex

Frompagel
Dean or the Dean of student services will receive the complaint"
Associate academic dean,
ChristineSomervill stated, ''There
arc two reasons why the sexual
harassment policy was adopted.
First, Columbia is committed to
creating a hospitable environment
for all students. Second, sexual
harassment is a partoffederal laws
on sex discrimination. The college
is in compliance with non-discrimination.Iaws."
Executive Vice President Burt
Gall stated, "Columbia's sexual
harassment policy is well articulated in the student handbook. I
wish that more students would
take the time to read it."
Gall reported that during the
1992-1993 academic year, no
sexual harassment complaints
were filed by any students. He did
state, however that one complaint
was ftled by a faculty member.
. Gall added that the regular procedure was followed as mandated,
and the problem was resolved.
Gall stated that details of the complaint cannot be given.
Fred Wood, 22, a broadcast
journalism major, stated, "I am
aware that Columbia has a sexual
harassment policy, but I have no
idea what it states. Sexual harassment to me means any male or
female who is derrogratory or
negative to the opposite sex in a
sexual way."
Wood added that everyone
should be more educated on
sexual harassment. "People
should not have to know. only half
of the problem. They should be
educated on all aspects," stated
Wood. He added that a panel discussion should be held at the
Hokin.
"There should not be a class on
sexual harassment, but we must
challenge and assure an adequate
policy," 'Jail said.
Gall stated that a panel discussion at the Hokin would be a great
idea. "I ll!ll sure that Student Services would be happy to respona
to and provide a panel discussion,"

October Dates
To Remember

Each One Reach One
By Larry Brown

wards.
The group has strong interests in
Columbia studen t group Each politics and will try to get AfricanOne Reach One (EORO) , an American students registered to
African-American student union, vote. It will also open a platform
offers African-American students for politicians to come to Columa forum where they can gain bia and speak about current issues.
knowle dge, support and new EORO's vice-president Larence
friends.
Davis, said that the program aims
Th e g roup , in its seco nd to "uplift the African-American
semester of operation, is recog- student community by providing a
nized by Columbia's Student support group that will achieve
Organizational Council (SOC), the some positive accomplishments."
Throughout this school year, the
college's committee that oversees
and assists 20 student sponsored organization will host a voter
orga nizations that exist on registration drive and an art aucColumbia's campus. EORO's lion. It will also set up its own
motto is to have people "think the scholarship fund for Africa ntruth, speak the truth, and act the American students.
truth- because justice arises from
''The organ·ization currently has
truthful thoughts and truthful ac- 250 members," said.Edwards, "70
lions."
· of which are Columbia students."
EORO was formed last April at The remaining members come
Colu mbia, in an effort to unite from other Chicago area colleges,
positive African-American s tu- s uch as UIC, Roose velt a nd
dents through common interests as Chicago State and high schools,
wcll associal,econcimicandpoliti- including Hyde Park, Kenwood
cal awareness.
and Chicago Vocational.
The group is designed to "bring
EORO meets every Tuesday at 7
together talented , educated and in- p.m. in room 206 in Columbia's
tcrcsted people who care about Wabash building.
current issues, who hopefull y, ·
Members receive a memberthro ug h unde rs tandin g an d s hip card a nd a one· year
knowledge, will strengthen one subsc ription to the newsletter
another," said EORO founder and Blackwatch. For more informaColumbia student, ·Charles Ed- lion, call (3 12) 275-2645.
Staff Writer

On Tuesday October 26, at
6:30 p.m. performance artist
Ann Brown will give lecture
titled An Artist Opens Her
Mouth. The lecture will be in
room 307 of the Wabash building. It is free and open to the
public. For more information
call the Interdisciplinary Arts
Educatio11 Program at (312)
663- 1600 Ext. 669.

a

The Film and Video Department will screen the Best Of
Film Tecll11iques I on Wednesday October 27, at 6:30
p.m. in the Ferguson Theatre,
600 S. Michigan.
Poetry Reading! Award winning poets, Gerald Stern and
U-You11g Lee . will read their
works at Columbia Co llege
Hokin Hall, 623 S. Wabash
on Thursday October 28, at
12:30 p.m .. For more information on this free event call
the English department at
(3 12) 663-1600 Ext. 250.
All rig ht all you Film s tudents . Frida y October 29,
is the last day to submit
your work to the cage for
the BIG screen ing happenin g later this year.

stated GalL
Christina Clemons, 19, a film
major, stated, " I have no idea what
Columbia's policy on sexual
harassment states. I do, however
have an idea of what sexual
harassment is--any male or female
using any cype of language that
makes another person uncomfortable. I also think it includes a
person not being able to do a task
at work or sc hool." Clemons
added that people should become
more aware of what sexual harassment is and that they should be
more educated on the topic.
Sheila Baldwin, English department faculty member, says,"The
sexual harassment policy at Columbia is fme. It is the individual
offender that may need help.
Depending on the severity of the
assault, counseling may help."

Baldwm added that she is unna
of any specific sexual ' cases at Columbia.
Other local universities lbal
have sexual harassment policies
includeDd'aui,NorthwCSiallaod
University of lllinois at Chicago.
Thomas Hoisington, tbe
Resource and Policy Analyst at
University of lllinois at OJica8o
stated, "Our sexual harassment
policy is the strongest of alllllllldates in our office. This is because
that there is tremendous liability
when nothing is done."
Hoisington added that the
school muSt keep records, issue
warnings and alen the accuser of
the complaints.
(See editorial page 7,
commentary.)
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during a trunk show at The Forgo/len Woman in April. Kiewe

By Elizabeth Ward
SmiorCorrespondtnl

'The city of Chicago was built on a grid system." How many have
heard that? How many understand what it means? Well, it's actually a
good thing, organizationally spcakjng. The city is split in four directions, north, south, east and west; the streets that divide these directions
are State Street and Madison Avenue. This means that if you stand on
the comer of State and Madison, you' ll be at a 0 (zero) address in any
direction. It is only when you move from that location that the addresses go forward accordingly. For example, anything north of Madison
will be labeled "north so-and-so," anything west of State will be labeled
"west so-and-so" and vice-versa.
The city of Chicago is also made up of diverse neighborhoods. So I
thought I'd kill two birds with one stone by combining these facts in an
easy A to Z reference guide for all Columbia students. Because of
limited space, the following is a record of neighborhood boundaries,
listed from A to L .
Albany Park, Chicago River to Elston and Pulaski (4000 W), lrving
Park (4000 N) to Bryn Mawr (5600 N).
Andersonville, Clark to Ravenswood ( 1800 W), Foster (5200 N) to
Bryn Mawr (5600 N).
Astor Street, 50 East, Division (1200 N) to North (1600 N).
Belmont Harbor/Lakeview East/New Town, Lake Michigan to
Broadway, Diversey (2800 N) to Addison (3600 N).
Bowmanville, Ravenswood (1800 W) to Western (2400 W), Foster
(5200 N) to Bryn Mawr (5600 N).
Bridgeport, Dan Ryan Expressway to Ashland (1600 W), Pershing
(3900 S) to Archer and 26th (2600 S).
Buck town, Kennedy Expressway to Western (2400 W), North (1600
N) to Fullerton (2400 N).
•
Budlong Woods, Western (2400 W) to Chicago River, Foster (5200
N) to Bryn Mawr (5600 N).
Burnham Park/South Loop, Roosevelt Road (1200 S) to Jackson,
Michigan Avenue to Chicago River.
Cabrini Green, Orleans (340 W) to Halsted (800 W), Chicago (800
N) to D ivision (1200 N). Also Division to North, west of Clybourn.
Chinatown, Wentworth (200 W) to Stewart (400 W), Stevenson
Expressway to Archer and Cermak (2200 S).
Cityfront Center, Lake Michigan to Michigan Avenue, Chicago
River to Grand Avenue.
Clarendon Park, Montrose (4400 N) to Lawrence (4800 N), Lake
Michigan to Sheridan (800 W).
Clybourn Corridor, Clyboum to Chicago River, North (1600 N) to
Wrightwood (2600 N).
Dearborn Park, Roosevelt Road (1200 S) to Polk (800 S), State (0)
to Clark (100 W).
DePaul, Armitage (2000 N) to Fullerton (2400 N), Halsted (800 W)
to Racine (1200 W).
East Loop, Grant Park to Chicago River, Lake Michigan to Michigan
Ave. Also "New East Loop."
East Rogers Park, Lake Michigan to Ridge (2200- I 800 W), Devon
(6400 N) to Howard (7600 N).
East Village, Ashland (1600 W) to Damen (2000 W), Grand (500 N)
to Augusta (1000 N).
Egdewater Glen, Elmdale (6000 N) to Granville (6200 N), Broad
way to Clark.
Edgewater, Lake Michigan to Ravenswood ( 1800 W), Foster (5200
N) to Devon (6400 N).
The Gap, 31st to 33rd, King Drive to Michigan (I 00 E).
Gold Coast, Lake Michigan to Clalk, Oak (1000 N) to North ( 1600 N).
Goose Island, the Chicago River, Chicago (800 N) to North (1600 N).
Humboldt Park, Chicago (800 N) to Armitage (2000 N), Western
(2400 W) to Pulaski (4000 W).
Irving Park, Addison (3600 N) to Irving Park (4000 N), C hicago
River to Elston Avenue.
Lakeview, Diversey (2800 N) to Addison (3600 N), Lake Michigan
to Chicago River.
L akeview Central, Ashland ( 1600 W) to Damen (2000 W), Diversey
(2800 N) to Addison (3600 N).
Lakewood/Balmoral, Foster (5200 N) to Bryn Mawr (5600 N),
Lakewood (1300 W) to Wayne ( 1332 W).
Lincoln Park, North ( 1600 N) to Diversey (2800 N), Lake Michigan
toClyboum.
Lincoln Square, As hland (1600 W) to Kedzie (3200 W), irving Park
(4000 N) to Foster (5200 N) & Western (2400 W), Bryn Mawr (5600
N) & Kedzie (3200 W).
Logan Square, F ullerton (2400 N) to Diversey (2800 N), Western
(2400 W) and the Kennedy Expressway to Central Park (3600 W).
Loop the "L" track loop, Wabash to Wells, Jackson to Lake.
Can'tftnd your hood? Never fear...to be continued.

NEVER TOOLAn.

the new on-demand ORE~ you could be caking the teac tomorrow. And see
your score the instant you finlsh. Score reporu are mailed 10 to lS days
later, in plenty of time for most Kh ools' deadlines. Call now for instant

•

~rf 'sings' at Opera
father's death. " I knew I was
tmtrepreneurial and would eventually find work so I decided to
Determination and originality move to Chicago in the best intercan account for the success ofJen- est of my mother."
While attending Harrington Innifer Forman. Jennifer has been
chosen as this year's designer for s titute of Interior Design in
the Lyric Opera scarf, a great Chicago, she took a trip to North
Carolina and made some earrings
honor among designers.
She became interested in the arts and hats for herself. While she
at the age of two when she began was there, she was approached by
painting. Soon after her discovery some women who asked her if she
of her art , her life changed and could make accessories for them.
"At that point I designed jewelry
she made various moves with her
family from Wisconsin to Illinois, and hats because I saw that there
to Hawaii, Arizona and back to was a market for them, " Jennifer
said.
Hawaii.
In
January she s tarted
In 1986, Jenniferstarted Winner
Distributors, a company that rep- . (h:f.gi'lfllt By,_Je,~niffl· a Qame,
resented a variety of cosmetic and s6e says, that reflects her "unique
jewelry lines including Giorgio and one-of-a-kind pieces." Her
perfume, Gucci watches and Flori focus is on abstract art, jewelry
Roberts cosmetics. She started and women's accessories. Within
out with two product lines that the past few months, dozens of
were distributed to military instal- stores, including The Jewel Box
lations. Her cliente le la te r and The Forgo/len Woman on
expanded to 10 lines that were dis- Michigan Avenue, began carrytributed throughout major retailers ing Jennifer's earrings, hats and
chokers, but her biggest honor
on all the Hawaiian Islands.
In 1990, Jennifer decided to came when she was asked to
close Winner Distributors and to design the Lyric Opera 's scarf.
pursue other interests after her
She met with Ruth Kicwe

·ay Lisa Ramirez

·

Correspondtnl

3445 N. Broadway, Chlcago, lL, 60657 312.472.1015
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A FULL SERVICE

CAM~RA STORE

• rental darkrooms and studio
• student discount on darkroom &
studio rental
• gallery

Mental

mae..

has WUiliDialpl.too.
For a free booklet about
mental rur- and Ita warning
algoa. write to or call:
Nation<Jl Mtnl4l H...W.A&ociDJion
P.O. Bm: 17389,
Waohi~~~ton, D.C. 2()()41

1-800-969-NMHA.
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Think you missed the Graduate Record Exam deadline? Think again. With

reeistration. <®Educational Testing Service

Jennifer Forman, designer of this year's Lyric Opera scarf.

was on the committee for the Lyric
Opera. "! told Kiewe I was an
artist and she was impressed with
my work and asked me if I was
interested in designing the scarf
for the Opera ... I didn'tknowwhat
to expect or what they were looking for," Jennifer said.
After various meetings with the
committee, s h e was finally
selected to desig n the scarf. Jennifer admits she was unsure of the
outcome because her creations are
not as traditional as the scarves
that were designed by Gucci and
Nadia Roden who design all the
sc arve s for the New York
Metropolitan Opera.
" I'm not traditional ... I love
bright colors and things that make
a statement," says Jennifer. She
adds that being placed in the same
caliber as Gucci and Roden is a
great honor that "opened her eyes
to a new light."
Jennifer says the scarf's design
was inspired by Picasso, Henry
Moore and Miro. It was Miro's
work that inspired Jennifer gave
to place the words "Lyric Opera"
in stain glass motif in secret places
throughout the scarf. Only she
knows where each letter exists.
The scarf is 16 by 60 inches and
made of 100% silk. It features the
winte r jewel tones of fuchsia,
emerald green and deep purple.
The scarf wiU be introduced on
Saturday, October 30 during
Operathon 1993, and will be sold
for $85 per scarf.
Jennifer has been recently accepted as one of the 250 artists to
be featured in Art/Life Magazine,
an international art publication.
One of the pieces featured is called
"Heaven ," which is dedicated to
her father. For Jennifer, being included in the magazine is one way
for artists to " get notoriety while
they're still alive."
Jennifer says she will continue
to watch her company "reach the
top" because, she says, "you've
got to learn to expect the unexpected. Art should be fantasy and
dream life ... and should explore
everyday life."

Leana to- tM 1I'U"Aiq . .

PLUS
all the other services you wou~g:expec:;r
from a full service camero

Sylvan TechnoiOQY Centers•
Pun I/• s,iJu IM,..i,;;6-ur Nttwott

·serving yw pOOtogr~~ needs for 40 yeas·

In the Oct. 18th issue of
Chronicle,
Matt
Kurten's co lumn THE BUZZ
incorr ect ly stated that
Dawoud Bey was, "searc hing for ... student-subjects ...
of dark-skinned e thnicity."
Dawoud seeks s tude nt-subjects of ANY ethnic ity. W e
a t The Chronicle apologize
for the misinformation .

The
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PERSONAL
SWM, Polish immigrant seeks
Nubian princess who is interested
in erotic photography. 18-20 only
please. Sensual photos, descriptive
fantasy a must when responding.
CHRONICLE BOX NO 4190

Fonner altar boy, 23, seeking a
sttong,sexy, gen·u•s in knee socks
with less than 60 miserable
problems and a sweet laugh.
CHRONICLE BOX NO 2324.

Medical student, 24, 5'11". lffi lbs.,
fit and aara;:tive desires fit beauty for
fun, OUidoors and indoo:s, or possible
relationship .
Age open.
CHRONICLE BOX NO 6306

DWM, 34, 5'11", 190 lbs.,

cwrent

model Seeks female fiiendsltip I
relationship. Open-minded. Enjoys
scenic drives, conversation, music,
sports. I'm very giving. Pretty feet a
plus. CHRONICLEBOXN06307

Hot, groovy, thinker, 25,likes maxiconfident men wearing consttuction
bools. Want to do anything once!
Conversation, exercise, hip

CL.\SSIFIED & UP CLOSE A:\D

hop'disoo, art, film, cafes. Game?

Self-sufficient, SBF with centerfold
body and Nobel brains, seeks
SWM, 30+, for monogamous
relationship. Please be for real.! am.
CHRONICLE BOX NO llU

CHRONICLE BOX NO 5163
Keep warm this winter! GWM, 27,
is looking for fun-loving male who
enjoys travel, bowling, cuddling.
Don't hi be rnate! Let' s talk.
CHRONICLE BOX NO 4913

Handsome Latin male, 31, 5' 11",
fit, romantic. Seeks to meet
younger males for friendship. Interested in music, dance, movies,
biki ng.
Will answer all.
CHRONICLE BOX NO 1159

Wanted: Big butch female not offended by being mistaken for a man.
Me: Beautiful, voluptuous, exotic1
kinky, aggressive, inte lligent,
feminine, 30-something. No drugs.
CHRONICLE BOX NO 6616

Black Southern bell, attractive,
30's, nicely built, seeks a sweet
loving Black gentleman to enjoy
life with. Must have a great sense
of humor and be romantic.
CHRONICLE BOX NO 0943

CORRECTIONAL FACILITY
lNMATE: SWM male, psychotic
con, seeking woman with interests
in psychology, and new age mental lreatments. All answered and
conjugal visits apprec iated.
CHRONICLE BOX NO 9768

PERSO~AL

Romance is fashion. Truth is essential. Love is decision. Get it?
SWF, 5' 10", green eyes, brown
hair, ISO similar SWM, 35-40.
CHRONICLE BOX NO 5632

ADS

28 year old male seeking a
fiiendship with a male I female. I
love art, poetry, music and laughing.
CHRONICLE BOX NO 2387

A- HEADLINE & COPY -Circle headline words; copy must be typewritten
B-COST
Basic cost
= $3.75 ..per ad, 24 words
Extra words (10¢) x ... words
= $ ..................... .
Big headlines, 24 characters ($1) = $ ......................
X .......... insertions
= $ ......................
TOTAL$ .................... .
Frequency of insertions

WM nudist seeks open-minded
straight or bi-women interested in
massage and nudism. All races welcome, must be over 21. Couples
accepted. Let's get naked!
CHRONICLE BOX NO 4531

D

C- PAYMENT -Enclose a check and make it payable to:
Columbia College Tbe Chronicle
Copy 1............................ 2............................ 3 ............................ 4..........................
5............................ 6............................ 7............................ 8............................
9............................ 10........................... 11 .......................... 12 .........................
13.......................... 14........................... 15.......................... 16.........................
17........................... 18.......................... 19........................... 20 .........................
21 ........................... 22 .......................... 23 ........................... 24 .........................
25 --r \ .? ....._....r.....-a6•• ..,., ....~.~ru .. • ~1-...~.-: .-:; ........... s:r.:.~~;:.~..-;..
29........................... 30.......................... 31 .......................... 32 ..........................

Passionate intense man, seeking
equa lly desirable woman for
loving, conte mporary, mature,
relationship. I am eagerly searching for a soul mate. No neurotics or
manic depressants need apply.
C HRONICLE BOX NO 802

w

GBM,I'mablackbearlookingfor
some cubs to play with. 6'2", body
builde r. I'm compassionate,sincere and understanding and enjoy
liinediningandworkingoul Prefer
black but will consider white meat.
Ages 18-25 only. C HRONIC LE
DOXN02523

Student Ambassadors to work
the Fall 1993 Admissions
Open House on Saturday, November
from 8:30 a.m. to 3:30 p .m.

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
Fraternities, sororities, campus organizations, highly motivated
individuals-Travel FREE plus
earn up to THOUSANDS of DOLLARS selling SPRING BREAK
!rips to Cancun-Bahamas/Cruise
South Padre Island-Florida
Beaches: CALL KIRK I -800258-9191.
*EXTRA INCOME '93*
Earn $2()(}.$500 weekly mailing
1993 Travel brochures. For more
information send a self addressed
stamped envelope to: Travel Inc.
P.O. Box 2530, Miami, Fl 33261
FOR SALE
3 1/2" tapes, all lengths, I pass,
with cases, good prices. Call I
(708) 680-8913, if not home leave
message.
THE OPPORTUNITY LINE
Your toll-free connection to
private seetor scholarships, college funds & job opportunitees:
Send five dollars & a self-addressed s tamped envelope to
"Guaranteed Money For College",
P . 0 . Box 608367, Chgo, II.
60660, to receive complete information.
MAC DESIGNERS
INsider Magazine is looking for
hard working individuals to work
with us. Must have experience in
Quark, Freehand and Photoshop.
Call for an interview. 70816733458.

CONCUBINE

Advertise in
The

-~ ·

13,

Must be articulate, enthusiastic, people- oriented
and a currently enrolled Columbia student.
Flat rate of $45 for the day!
Applications available from the admission
office receptionist.
Interviews will be conducted November 1, 2, and 3.
Attendance at a training workshop is also required.
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Intent not found, justice questioned
By John Yesutls
Special Sections Editor
The jury said that they could
not fmd "intent" behind what happened to Reginald Denny. The
decision gives new meaning to
smashing somcone's head with a
brick . The next time I am angry at
someone I might try the same
thing; but wait, they will jail me for
auemplCd murder! The balance of
justice apparently is of no consequence in this case - where are
the riots now?
Henry Watson is free to go back
to the comer of Florence and Normandie (starting point of '92s L.A.
riots) and Damian Williams,
(responsible for the Reginald
Denny debacle), though facing
eight years in prison, will more
than likely saunter back in the
hood afterreceiving credit for time
served.
It's unfortunate that despite all
the efforts by well-intentioned individuals 10 get people 10 see those
who are different from them, as
human beings rather than blacks,
Jews, Mexicans or what have you,
the trial in L.A. was seen as one
tlwt had more bearing on race than
right or wrong. After the verdicts
were handed down Wednesday, it
is clear that the fate of two of the
so called "L.A. 4" were decided
out of fear of the possible racial
implications of this trial.
Now that throwing a brick at the
head of an innocent motorist and
beating, according 10 the L.A. jury,
is not a crime, I'II (ala Damian
Williams) have 10 dance an N.F.L.
style jig next time I take to the
streets with mob induced hysteria.
Which with luck, will be as soon as
Congressman Dan Rostenkowski

iNSIDE
Charles Edwards
Politrcm Editor

A recent survey of Columbia stu·
dents by Inside Politics showed
that nearly 70 percent of those
asked do not know what the letters
NAFT A stand for.
Allow me to inform them that
these letters represent a pivotal
decision on U.S. trade policy, bett.Cf known as the North American
Trath Agreement, that can
I de:te11mirte the plight of the job
market for future employees, such
as yourselves. If this trade policy
passes through congress it will tum
our country's shores into a super·
highway,leading to a Mexican flea
market, with free and open trading
of everything and anything. Opts of NAFTA have one
concern: will it accelerate
losses to Mexico and Canadian
shores? This reporter's main concern is how will it effect President
CUnton's health care reform package which bans illegal immigrants
from receiving health care service?
Stay tuned and please k.eep up with
current events that might have an
imp-dCt on your future.
Time is running out for Rep. Dan
Ro1tenkow11d. He faces a possible indictment any day now from
a congrcssional //oult Post Office
in ves ti gation. And the picture
doesn't look good with fXJNHible
c hargc H of paying ghost
(.-rnpl oyccs, Hkirnrnin g about
~20,000 in transactionH diHguiiJCd
~ official Hlamp purcl~a scH , and
mi1u1e of ov er $6!1,000 in
taxpuytrH' money, 10 lease three

cars that became his personal
property. Star witness former
House postrnaster,Robert V. Rolli,
"I've given Rosty S2 1,300 in cash
in return for expense vouchers for
postage stamps." Ouch! This
goose is sizzling in the pan, and
just about ready to be served.
Don't believe the media-hype
when it comes to believing that
white politicians and their rich
white influential friends, who are
portrayed in the media as enemies
against anyone black, are really
enemies behind closed doors. I
have seen the strangest shaking of
hands take place behind closed
doors. E,umple. At a recent
caemony, who do you suppose
Mayor Rlclulrd M. Daley, House
Spealur Michael Madigan (D22); Cook County Commissioner
John Stroger, Team~ten Joint
Council president Bill Hogan;
pru ldent of Commonwealth
Edl1on, S am Sklnn~r, Watlf
Reclamation District board president ThOtMI Puller and CEO of
the Metropolitan l'ltr and Expolltlon Authority Jim Reily were
honoring at the plush Sheraton
Chicago Hotel and Towers? If you
said black State Senate Minority
l-eader !:mil Jones(D-14), you're
right on wrgct. lie r;aid: "Once
again, this demons trates that
people can uuitc for a common effort ... in the spirit of unity." Where
is that uuity when it comes to
41 I ,000 Chicugo kiM/
Rep. /Jobby 1.. Rush , deputy
c hairmun of th e lll lnoiH
Democratic party KCems to huve
the unxwer. '"Ote Democratic pUtty

is indiclCd in the House PostOffice
Scandal.
What makes me sick about lbe
trial itself, is that defense attorneys
claimed that lbe two defendanll,
Watson and Williams, were victims of "mob induced hysteria.: In
other words, they cannot think for
themselves and should be lrealed
as fools who cannot, under any ·
circumstances, be held responsible
for their life-threatening actions.
Also upsetting about the trial, is
the prosecution that sought attempled murder charges agailllt
Williams. At the very least, lbe
charge for throwing a brick at
Reginald Denny's head should
have been assault with a deadly
weapon. The liberals of this
country are all 10 quick 10 sympathize with victims of supposed
oppression and even speedier 10
seek retribution against the
majority. In this case, the result is
a mistrial and acquiUal on the most
serious charges against Watson
and Williams.
This libecal agenda also allows
jurors to simply dismiss trial
proceedings based on information
they heard before the case began.
In this instance, Mr. Reginald
Denn y, "America's Fool,"
plastered himself on the television.
While on the countless news
shows and interview programs, he
forgave his auackecs and asked lbe
court/jury 10 show leniency because he'd been given a "second
chance on life." How many times
was Denny hit and kicked in lbe
head?
Is it right for people to escape
justice based on color rather than
crime?

... Jn
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ATTENTION!
Submit your letter to the editor today! Bring submissions to room 802
has disregarded the African- of the Wabash building before 5 p.m. on Tuesday for the next wedt's
American community in too many issue. The length limit is one typed page.
Remember, Minority Speak Out is a forum for you to express )'OUr
instances," Rush said. "They've
got to show that they're fair to the opinions from a minority point-of-view.
community. I don't think they've
llu.•\ it.· \\,\\IJit'' "tlouiiii,,IIHi otlllttdthllt.djl.t _t"' 1 tl1~
demonstrated fairness." So, Mr.
( hrunu.h·.II\' IIOIIIl\\'' '·lllh tho,, oft n lullllll.t t ~o11, • 111,
ex-Panther, what do you pose as a
iuurll.lh,su th p.nllllllll w lht ( In niiH ll
solution? "Don't expect AfricanAmerican support for an all white
ticket."
Here's his list of candidates that
he recommends that blacks vote
for. Rolland Burris Cor governor;
state Sen. Earlean CoU/ns for stale
comptroller and John H. Stroger
for Cook County board president.
But wait a minute, wasn't Stroger
1994 ESSAY CONTEST
the one I spotlCd cheezing with
Daley, Madigan and Fuller over
THEMES:
cocktails at the Sheraton? { dare to
suggest that I will vote for someIDENTIFY AND RESPOND TO THE MOST
one just because they're black.
CiuTICAL ETHICAL PROBLEM IN Go~,
(See reason in next's week column
PROFESSIONAL OR SOCIAL LIFE
on Clarence ThotMs).
If a black person votes based on
IDENTIFY AND REsPOND TO THE WAYS
media-hype or emotion, without
IN WHICH GREll.T WRITERS Hll.VE ADDRESSED
making an educated choice, he/she
is better off not voting at all. Why?
CONTEMPORII.RY ETHICAL DILEMMII.S
Because he'd probably vote for
Clarence if he hnd the chance,
ELICIBIUTY: Senior Undergraduates DEADLINE: Ian. 14. 1994
which docs more hwm than not
No more than three (3) essays from the same college. university or
voting nt all. Don't get me wrong,
campus will be considered in any one contest year. Essoys must be
I nppluud Rush for standing up for
submllted by o college or university on lxthalf of its students.
the African-American community
and tuking u stand but I don 't
FIRST PRIZE: $5 ,000
SECOND PRIZE: $2,500
believe in voting for u mun just
THIRD PRIZE: $1,500
because he's bluck, just like I
wouldn't vote straight down the
l'wo HONORII.BLE MENTIONS: $500 each
ticket. If you're blnck, tL~k yourself
who would you vote for, Rep. Mel
For untry lomlS and further information. please write to:
Reynolds (D-2) or Ald. Allan
Tho Ella Wiesel Foundation !or Humanity
Streetl r (17th)?
1177 Avenue of the Americus. 36th Floor
Tough choice, but you got my
New York. NY 10036
point.

THE ELIE WIESEL PRIZE
IN ETHICS

t
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Foriegn policy is 'disjointed'
By Simeon Peebler

Uilorial Page Edilor

"Disjointed" is the only way to
describe and malce sense of how
events in the world are related.
Forget 35 years of violence in
Haiti under the rule of the
Duvaliers. Now it is a global impetative to restore that country's
brief flirtation with Democracy,
and of course, the U.S. must lead
the way! Is it worth it? Is this just
a distracting subplot on the world
stage?
Political complexities of U.S.
historical involvement with Haiti
aside, a brief review of what the
world has seen on news recently
shows U.S. insistence on stumbling in foreign affairs and
sketches a larger picture. For one,
that blockade of Haiti civilians
kept back U.S. ships! It was a
powerful image to broadcas t
across the world. We just had the
most recent fumble in Somalia,
with 17 Americans dead. And
now, a crowd of civilians were
holding war ships literally in the

By John Yesutis
bay. ln all of this "intervention,"
is any of it really working?
El Salvador, the recipient of a
great deal of U.S. and UN attention, had open elections as a result
of the intervention; in fact, much
of the violence and chaos there settied for a brief moment, too. But
soon, the violence rose, and the
government in power there recently has experienced a cut-back in
s taff (many have been assass inated) . The question that
remains: has outside "assistanCe"
really made matters better or
worse? Look at Somalia and now
Haiti.
But what about Bosnia? It
seems that the attention of the
American public has been drawn
away by matters in Somalia and
Haiti. What is U.S. policy toward
Bosnia? Are these deversionary
tactics in place to prepare the U.S.
for leading the world in trying to
solve deep-seated problems in
Bosnia?
Next week: a history lesson on
the Balkans.

Class Bash displayed Columbia talent
To the Editor,
Class Bash 93' was a fine display
of what we here at Columbia are
seriously about. A college bursting with mega talent, "Heaven
Knows" they gave us some great
"Creations."
And the party at the Blackstone
Hotel, the Crystal Ballroom will
never be the same. It was a serious
PartY in the house! From· baby
boomers to baby zoomers. All 1

Verbal consent policy not enough in PC world

did was a boom-boom and a 7.00m7.00m.
Thank you Columbia and particularly the Academic Advising
department. You get four snaps
and a circle! And a free ride on the
"C .T.A."
I cannot wait until 94', so we all
can hit the dance floor! For moremore-more!
Darryl Jackson

Spteilzl Sections Editor

Simeon Peebler
Editorial P•g• Editor

You may have heard about the
"verbal sexual consent policy"
which has been in effect at Antioch
University in Yellow Springs, OH.
While this oral contrnct requires
consent for each progressive
physical act, we have decided that
this mouth-to-mouth agreement

does not nearly cover e nough
ground in todays tightening politically correct vise.
So we have taken the time to
draw up our own "progressive
physical intimacy consent form" to
insure that the fun ends in bed, not
the courtroom. We believe that in
the heat of the moment things may
be misconsuued, not said properly,
legal phrases tossed aside in the
throes of physical and sexual passion. Mike Tyson could have used

one, and you might need one sometime soon, too!
So fill it out before you even
think about doing anything with or
to that special someone. Remember. for best results have your
forms notarized and signed by at
least three witnesses (one must actually see the particular act in
progress).
Good luck in all of your nocturnal activities!

,Columbia Chronicle

f* Progressive Physical Intimacy Consent Form ~
'Male and Female Section (Homosexuals and others must use Form B)
May I first give you a genital exam? (y) (n)
tMay I touch my lips to yours for 2.3 minutes?____________
May I insert my tongue? Where
May I repeat the above (y) (n), and for how many times.________
and for how long?

t

Gloria Roberson

'

i
'

t

t

May I massage your teeth with a part of my body (y) (n)
&
What part?_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ '
t

May I disrobe 1. Take my clothes off, rip my undies
2. remove your clothes above waist_____:.________
t
3. Cut your undies with safety razor

tMay I check your credit record? (y) (n)

!!t!"g

&

tt

May I advance to the next level of foreplay? (y) (n)

that I believe African-American
students only constitute 25 percent
of the student body of Columbia
College and the total so-called
minority population makes up only
45 percent of the school's population so many things are set up to
conform to the majority of the student body like: the jukebox in the
recreation center. It won' t stay
there long but much of the music
has been called "undesirable" by
some of the black students. I do not
want to speak on behalf of the students that were listening to the
music in the recreation center, but
there were more groans and frowns
than I could count on both hands
and feet. Not to mention the history
classes at Columbia; one U.S History c lass deals with the "problem
of minority acculturation." Why
are there at least 10 classes dealing
with U.S. and only two classes in
Latin history? There are only three
classes on Women' s History and
two in Black American history.
Why are there no classes on AsianAmerican history; there are several
Asian role models that were
American-born.
Being a part of a minority group
personally,l've felt some tensions
like being the only black student in
class or being the only female in
class or even being the only one in
class with a passing grade or even
a not-so-good grade. Those times,
I was looked upon as a possible
voice with added pressure and I
really did not fmd it pleasurable.

t

&
' May I massage your body;
.
A. above the waist, shoulders.____ __ _ _ _ '
B. Only below shoulders
t
C.Below waist, under belt
D. Waist to the knee_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
&
E.List the places where massage
may take place more than once._ _ _ _ _ _ _ '

t
Everyone in their own way ·is a
minority. It is not just limited to
race and gender and does not imply
negativity. The word minority
simply applies to numbers within a
certain group. According to the
Websters Dictionary, the word
minority means" the lesser part of
a number, among a more
numerous." It's just the fact that
those who have been a part of the
majority group, have used the term
loosely.
Whether·a person is tall and surrounded by a group of shorter
people, or a left-handed person has
to deal with the way society conforms to right-handed people,
everyone has had to deal with
being a part of a minority group
and has probably had a problem or
just something to say about their
experience at one time or another.
For instance, I believe it is insanely
unfair how a "majority" of the
desks are structured for rightbanded people; many of Columbia
. College students are left-handed
and they are left to feel that they
have to conform to the way that a
majority of the students go about
life. All of the cameras in the
television department are structured for those without glasses
-the viewfmdcrs arc taped down
in assumption that people who use
the cameras do not wear glasses.
What can students do about these
little things that bother us? We
could just target about it or we
could voice our opinions and take
steps toward letting others know
how we feel.
Another
that bolhers me is

...

May I indulge in intercourse (various types to be filled out here)
(Refer to local Sodomy Laws)
tMay I send you child support, or take it from you, you no good _ __ _ __
'
fastard
Signature and Date:
Four witnesses (at least one to acts above),_______ _ _ _ _ _ __

Notary

t

t
t
t
t

t
t
&

'Public

'

'

t

~~8
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'Judgement Night' judged predictable, slow

Emilio Estevez (right) In Judgement NlghL
When he is asked to hand over his
SIJJff Writtr •
cash to a beggar, there is a condom
on top of iL The viewer is left
Director Stephen Hopkins' wondering if that was an ad for the
Judgement Night would have condom or an assurance of the
been thrown out of courL
youth's potency. Ray Cochran
This new action film centered (Jeremy Pivcn) lacks the bravery
around four suburban men and a that his counterparts emulate and
Chicago villain, is predictable and he promptly gets what's coming to
slow. While it may be suitable to him. Unfortunately, his fate can be
rent on a rainy night, it is hardly seen a mile away.
worth the S7 expected by most
What saves the film is Frank
Wyatt's character, especially in
theaters.
The story is set in motion when relation to his brother, John, and
Frank Wyatt (Emilio Estevez) em- friend, Mike. The two brothers acbarks on an evening with his pals. tually admit to each other that they
Their plans on seeing a prize fight are afraid, amidst all the macho
hoopla At one point Frank even
are sidetracked when they get lost
on Chicago's West Side. Discom- scolds Mike for not using his
fort turns to horror when they see brains as well as he uses his balls.
someone get murdered by Fallon This is as deep as it gets.
Peter Levy does agoodjobas the
(Denis Leary). The night then becomes an excruciatingly long Director of Photography.
event, testing the four men's Chicago's !ttreets look more
gruesome than ever; so much that
bravery.
St=otyping is the worst flaw of a resident may not even recogniz.e
this ftlm. Mike Peterson (Cuba them. But the slow motion in every
Gooding, Jr.), is the flrstto kill in his action scene gets tiresome. And
group. Jolm Wyau (Stephen Dorff), what's with all ~yellow light?
i< Frank's wild, younger brother.
T.lr. performances were solid.

By Grisel Y. Acosta

But like the slo-mo, Cuba Gooding
Jr.'s goofy expression gets boring
in every action scene. Denis
Leary's performunce may have
been better had the writers, Lewis
Colick and Jere Cunningham, not
made him into some son of cartoon. The actors really do their best
with what they have to work with,
but the writing does not offer
much.
What it does offer is some pretty
good comedy. Given Denis
Leary's outlandish style of acting,
the film would've fared better if it
had been done as a parody ofaction
films. All the characters, with the
exception of Frank, arc constantly
cracking jokes and they move the
film along.
But even though there arc some
good jokes, some good pictures,
and some good actors, a good film
it docs not make.

Judgement Night's best feature is
its soundtrack, which includes
music from Cypress Hill, Faith No
More and Slayer. Instead of spending $14 on a movie date, spend it on
the CD.
Columbia drama majors may go
anyway to see a department in·
suuctor, Kathleen Perkins, play
the crazy bus driver.
Judgement Night
Directed by Stephen Hopkins
Universal Pictures
109 minutes
Cast:
Frank WyatL....Emilio Estevez
Mike Peterson ...Cuba
Oooding)r.
Fallon..........Denis Leary
John Wyau......Stephen Dorff
Ray Cochran.... Jeremy Piven
RaredR

'Dazed' director slacks off
By-john Yesutis

Special Sc<tionJ Uilor

Howard Stern, a "star
f@%SIIr"? Not justa star f@%S#r
in the usual sense of the adjective,
but a "lOlal star f@%SIIr," according to Richard Linklatcr, director
of Daud and Confused.
Once Richard LinkJaiCr said that
he listened to Howard Stern's
morning radio talk show while
driving to and from the studio
while editing h1J new film, I knew
I could overlook some of the little
failures of hiJ most recent release.
"We tried to get people from the
film on his show," the director explained, "but he wouldn't have
·\nylhing to do with us."
Oddly enough, Linldatcr expressed no sadness for SICm when
I informed him of Howard's untimelydc:parture from the Chicago
airwaves.
Dazed and Confuud is Richard
Unklata's newest film . For lhmM:
wtKI don ' t rccogJli7.c the name,
Linklater JCTVed as writer and
dir«tor of 1990s criucall y acclaimed film SlllcA:er. While at'~
unlikely that Daudand Confuud
w11l win the ~ of cntics and
audiences, Linklater, with hi ~
re fres hing doc umentary -lak e
dir«:IOral style and impre~'ive
ability 10 harl<llc bi1.arrc ston es
that always sccm to be hcadang
toward new hor11,ons, remaans a
filmmaker to wau:h.
Even though /Jaud and Con·
fused 11 centered around lhc lave'
of80m624high84.hool kad•.on the
rinal day or c lasse• In 1<J76.
Unkfaletdoes not view the film u•
a typiCal period p!UC. •rrtaey' rc
(&eenqers) Sllll battling the slltllG
to-reu: Kllool, p~ee nt' ~ a nd
~iety. So in -~nte. lhe ~111111-

(Linklater hirnscll7), Mike, given
more screen time, could have
turned Dated and Cofl/uud
around.
This reporter asked Linklater at
length about how he kept a !ilm
like Stader under control despite
a scri pt containing I 00-plus
speaking parts. Was he surprised
that he was able to make such a
coherent film?
"No. I wasn't surprised. It just
fell natural," he responded.
He felt that he could speak better
through a multitude of characters.
"It wasn't cusy. Yet at the same
lime it was fun and appropriate."
With scripts as ambitious as
Slocur and Dazed, Linklater
found himself editing the story as
he went along. "It wasn 't because
I lost touch with what I was doing.
Pacing (of the story) was 1he problem."
While some directors might wilt
under the pressure of one hundred
c har~¥:1crs, Ric hard Linklatcr
Atnnefromf)Qzeli•nli Cott/IUeli,
proved he wa., more thun uble to
R.l cherd Llnkltlter'llatestnlm.
handle the demands plllccd upon
him by Slocur. And this Is
In thil film Linklatcr assembles surprising since Daud and Con·
an inuigulng cut of characters,
/UIId with o nc· th lrd the
although balance between them
chnriiCters of SlacA:Ir, lucks, und
wa• not prcscntthroughout the cn- dcspcrutely needs lis cohesive·
tirc lilm.
ness.
" I liked the pooplc in the nlm. I
liven though II locks n solid
rclotcd to eu<:h of them." Llnklurcr story, the scconllury choructen In
~id . lie reflected that he, ot one
the Olm.alven 11 chance for SJXICO
ume or another, wa• like muny of within the Olm, could hnvo mode
lhc ch!Vucten in the film . "I mcun.
It shine. Bvcn so. Datld and C:un.
I played sports. so I was like /lllld Is un lntoro1t1ng Ulko un tho
J(undy And I ol ~ wrote fur tho
"typlcul period piece."
schiiUI paper, ~ thut ·s how I n:·
Link Inter surns II up bo!Jl, "I felt
luted to Mike."
llko nn oppressed kid (mnklnjllho
Mike . played by Ad1rm lllrn under tho conMirtllnll of thu
Ooldbcrg,l•u horribly undcr· used
I lollywood sysrcm). I felt llku I
chur~~etcr in IJuud /Jfld Cu!iflllfd,
WKiltylnllto Meldw~y ftlllll ICllOOI
As 11n lnuospcc:tlvo, nerdy high nnd Ill! llmlllltlonl."
sc hool ne ws pape r write r

lion of the American teenager has
not changed much over time."
Throughout our conversation
the director emphasiwd that the
middle '70s were simply a backdrop for Dazed and Colifustd.
"Nostalgia." he said, "is going to
be found wherever people want to
lind it."
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They hate 'em all in 'God's Country'
By Joseph Schrank
Fstures Edrtor

Danny Aiello and Harry Guardino in Tom Dulack's Breaking Legs.

'Godfather' meets 'All in the Family'
By Joseph Schrank

primavera, scallopini, and most
everything in the kitchen. But the
best laughs come from the fact
The Shubert Theatre kicks off
that O'Keefe is naive to the ways
its "Best of Broadway" Series
of the Mafioso and is constantly
with Breaking Legs, a hilarious
the butt of Mike's jokes.
comedy wriuen by Tom Dulack.
O'Keefe begins to doubt that he
Bringing together an all-star cast
ever should have come to Lou
including Harry Guardino,
after an associate of lou and his
, Danny Aiello, Karen Valentine,
buddies, Frankje Salvucci (Larry
Gary Sandy, Larry Storch and
Storch) s uffers a "terrible
Vince Viverito. Breaking Legs is
tragedy," one in which the boys
a gala of comedic brilliance that
had more than a little to do with.
runs on all cylinders.
The outpouring of emotion by
Somewhere between · The
Mike to Frankie's family is typiGo4{ather and Allin the Famlcal of Mafia sympathy; strong
ly, Brtaklng Lep pokes fun at
family concern even though they
the stereotypical depletion of
send the provider to be' with the
Ita'lian males a s mobsters .
angels.
Taking it over the edge would
Playing the love interests arc
Angie and O'Keefe, the semi-eduprobably be a better depiction.
The play is set in the private
cated but wealt)ly daughter and the
pretentious older professor. Guardining room of an Italian res~ · tadrant. LOu::Grazia"iiO-(~-·amoastlie overjiioiective father1s
· Guardino) and his. daughter
brilliant
, Angie (Karen Valentine) delight · The performances of the whole
cast were beyond reproach, somethe audience with their family
and·business relationship.
what overshadowing the brilliant
script and the direction of John
TerenceO' Keefe(Gary Sandy)
Tilinger. It seemed as if one could
is a former professor of Angie's
and he comes to town to solicit
have throWn the script out the window and .the cast would have been
backing for a play he's written.
Little does he know that Lou and
just as awe inspiring.
his buddies know more about the
Aiello's presence was c·omsubject of his play than he could
manding (look o u t Marlon
ever dream.
Branda, he's the new Godfather)
MikeFransisco (Danny Aiello)
and Guardino has never been betand Tino De Felice (Vin ce
ter. Valentine was as lovely as
ever, looking better in a dress
Viverito) Lou's two friends inter· ested in investing in the
than most women half her age.
Breaking Legs is a breath of fresh
professor's play. Francisco is the
outspoken boss and Tino is his
airtoatheatcrscenethatbadlyneeds
quiet, philosophical thugextraoriLLct's hopethatitisasignofthings
dina ire.
,...;;.:to;.;comF;.;;ei'ii'-'nC""hiY:.c-'><.;.;...,....--,,....-,.-....,
O'Keefe gets his indoctrination
rea mg egs, uecte
y
at a dinner meeting with Lou and
John Tillinger. The Shubert
his business ·associates. The
Theatre 22 West Monroe. Perforaudience rolls in laughter as Lou
mances through Oct. 31. "Tickets
from $ 19.50-$42 (3 12) 902and Mike complain that they
1500. Group discounts (312)
can' t eat a bite and then proceed
to order Angie to bring them '-'9'-7'-'7_-;..
17'-'1"'0.:..
. -------------'
Ffllturt Editor

Simon Cygielski

I Do, I Do is a sentimental musical comedy which tells the story of
the life of Michael and Agnes, a
rathec unremarkable, but likable
married couple. Beginning at their
'\'C(Iding night around the-tum-ofthe-century, and following them
through good times and bad, the
play shows the couple going from
the exuberance of youth, through
the cynicism and self involvement
of middle age, to eventual happiness as elderly people.
The relationship between the
two is always lively, if strained at
times. Both Ben Tweel, who plays
Michael, and Tammy Savaiano, as
Agnes, give us characters who are
easy to like. The two have a

teach their children.
Giving the play a driving tone
are several scenes portraying
Aryan ceremonies and the hardest
hitting is one by the young Aryan.
Playwright Dietz shows his disdain for the "political correctness"
movement with the use of many
anti-Semitic and racist viewpoints.
Without these elements this
reviewer doubts that the play
would be as convincing as it was.
Helping the audience to the feel
of the production is the set-up of
the theatre itself. The seating is
along two of the corners of the
room and the stage runs diagonally, cutting through the seats. The
room itself is only about the size of
a medium sized classroom and this
gives the audience the feel of being
in on the action.
The sound and lighting were excellent, something laclcipg in many
small Chicago theaters. The cos- _
tume designs were a bit weak but
Steve Key and Jay Kiecolt-Wabl the set design and strong perforstar in God's Country.
mances by the actors and actresses
over-shadowed them.
raw and menacing hatred.
Actually, all of the actors and
God's Country
actresses play more than one role
Written by Stephen Dietz
in the production except for one.
A Shattered Globe Production
This is a young, Aryan prodigy
(Jay Kiecolt-Wahl) who spews the Shows Thursdays, Fridays and
verbal excrement taught to him by Saturdays 8p.m. and Sunday 7p.m.
his family. The young man's per- through October 30. Shattered
formance is very convincing and Globe Theatre, 2856 N. 'Halsted.
one can definitely realize the Tickets $12 (312) 404-1237.
destructive beliefs supremacists
Order'~

desperate, hopeless cause
becomes very apparent.
One of the most powerful actors
in the play is Steve Key who performs a variety of roles. His
shining moment comes as a skinhead in a ranting display of

:Pagans in 'Lughnasa'

and promises of marriage ai last.
Livin~,t with the sisters too is Uncle
Jack (Richard Bauer), a tired man
who has just returned fmm East
Africa after serving 25 years as a
chaplain at a leper colony, fullyversed, and to the chagrin of his
.superiors, completely · emmersed
in the enlightening pagan rituals of
the country. Because of his "wicked ways," he "is ostracized by the
outside community, although he is
probably the sanest in the bunch
because he follows his instincts,
his beliefs, mainly his heart.
On the whole, the women's lives
are not special nor important; they
live day to day with common worJenny Bacon (right) does the jig in Dancing at L~ghnasa.
ries and common dreams held
deep inside, opened to only a
By Elizabeth Ward
seven years old, anti his recollecselect
few within their circle.
SeniorComspondent
tions of his mother and aunts as he
However, secrets may be best kept
When one mentions the word remembers them years later.
within a catholic household, but
Anyone who has grown up in an
"pagan,"themostcommonconcepare very hard· to keep among the
lions of the trem are "false god," or Irish Catholic household knows the
ranks: each emotion is ultimately
perhaps "some kind of statue to feelings of fear of sin, emotional
discovered by all sisters, each
which prayer is offered." Some supression and hypocricy dishaving their own assessment of the
even relate the word to 'ol Lucifer covered, if not growing up; most situation. When Rose selectively
himself. By definition, "pagan" certainlyatafutureACOAmeeting.
expresses her admiration for a
means "heathen" which means "an Although these characteristics are
young man to Aggie, Kate interunconverted member of a people or not funny at all, Freil brings them to cedes with an abrupt scolding and
nation that does not acknowledge· the stage in a subtle, ceremonious damaging "evil eye," made to set
the God of the Bible." To the Irish way, indicating that even if the
Rose straight, which, of course,
Catholic faithful, to believe in any- sisters' "pagan thoughts" do drift in doesn't work. Did threats ever
thing but the Bible-God calls for and out of their lives, the ties bework on peop!e with true passion?
scomandfearthattheAimightywill tween faith and family will keep
What is hard to see is the
stand in judgement of the non- them together.
supressed passion in each of these
Friel's script, with director Kyle c haracters-the pass ion which
believer. This belief, and the fact
that there are so many self-inspired Donnell y, has masterfull y some might call "pagan," or at
definitions for the word, is the com- developed each character's per- least influenced by that tradition.
wonderful rapport on stage, which mon thread running through The sonality with distinct actions and These sisters.are held down by a
keeps the play moving along at an Goodman Theater's Dancing at dialogue: to isolate a performance force unknown, their true feelings
Lughnasa {Loo-ness-ah), written would be unfair, in that this family quelled by the fear of a God that is
enjoyably energetic pace.
Agnes and Michael's marriage is buy Irish bom"and bred, Brian Friel. and its extensions are knit together all-loving, however, conditional.
The play takes place in the fie- as tightly and professionally as an
by no means a bed of roses. They
Friel creates the on-the-edge-ofargue, throw things, have affairs tiona! Ballybeg, County Donegal, Irish sweater. Aunt Kate's {Tana your-scat tension in everything
and get angry with their kids and Ireland, in early August, 1939, Hicken) prudish, strict methods th ese women do , and every
each other. Their relationship con- during the time of the Irish Pagan coincide perfectly with you rig decision they make. Only when
tinues through all this, however. festival named after the Celtic god Rose' s (Kate Goehring) innocent, the true emotions of these women
Even when it seems like they are of harvest, Lugh. During the fes- almost primitive mental meander- explode in a powerful dance, does
about to walk out an each other, tivities, (always inferred, never ings. Aggie's (Pamela Nyberg) • the audience feel the release and
they always come back, brought seen) the story of five married sensibilities serve as a fit sounding the severity of a life where everyIris h Catholic s iuers living board for Maggie 's (Kate Bud- thing is kept under wraps.
back together by their love.
Musically, this play is not quite together in a modest home, is nar- deke) dreams of finding a man,
as strong as it could be. Savaiano rated bythe character of Michael {although, at this point in her life,
Dancing at Lughnasa by Brian
and Tweel, both very talented (Dennis O'Hare), son of the she' d be better satisfied with a
Friel. The Goodman Theater, 200
singers, masterfully bring every bit youngest si s t~r. Chris (Jenny cigarette). Chris stands separate,
South Columbus Drive. Through
of energy out of the score, but this Bacon)--who also represents the genuinely in love with Gerry
October 31st. Tickets from $22is not en!lugh at times, especially only mother of all the siblings. (Patrick Clear), Michael's will-o38. Charge by phone, (312)
Throughout the play, Michael the-wisp father, who comes back
443-3800. Group sales, (312) 443Love
meanders through his memories of into her life with grand stories of 4947.
Seepagell
the harvest when he was a- shy his stupendous gramophone sales,

Love, love 'I Do!'
Plooto Editor

Step into a world of hatred and
white supremacy. Feel the frustration and fear that drive people to
fanatic beliefs and causes. That is
to be found at the Shattered Globe
Theatre in their current production
God's Country. Country is based
on actual events. This story is
about 'The Order', the white
supremacist group that killed Den.ver talk radio host Alan Berg.
· God's Country takes the viewer
deep into the minds of members of
the group. Robert Matthews (Brian
Pudil) is the leader and we see the
extremism of his beliefs in several
diatribes. As with many other
supremacist groups ' The Order'
sees Jews and government as the
biggest obstacle to the Master
Race (an all white Aryan Nation).
God's Country was masterfully
wriuen by Steven Dietz. Using the
character of Denver Parmenter
(Paul Sandberg), a member ofThe
Order and defendant in the murder
of Alan Berg, Dietz unfurls the
distorted views that give the group
its power.
Centering their beliefs around a
book called The Turner Diaries
by William Pierce and idolizing
men such as Adolph Hitler and Joe
..McCarthy, 'The Order' determines that the only sOlution is to
create an all Aryan United States.

As with all extremist groups 'The
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Stop the Insanity
By Susan Powtcr
Simon & Schuster, 1993,
363 pages, $22.

Reviewed by Elizabeth
Ward
Smior Corresptmdmt

If Susan Powtcr was writing the

Chronicle's review of her own
book, Stop the Insanity, s h e
would say six words: " It's an excellent book. Buy iL" No more.
No less. There would be no mon·
to say as far as Powrer was con·
ccmed. No way, you say? How
could so few words come from the
zealous (some, allright IllllllX·
might say over-zealous) ,
forthright, dynamic queen of the
infomercial? Let's put it this way:
although Powter's passion runs
strong in her quest to inform
people (especially women) about
the absurdity of the diet industry,
sometimes her answers to certain
questions are shon and sweet,
plain and simple.
Most viewers who have seen the
(bleached-white)•CreW~Ut sporting Powter on la te-nig ht
television, or as a regular on The
Home Show, might think the
woman stands six-feet tall, overpowering and over-bearing. What
you'll be surprised to lrnow is that
she is about 5' 4" and thin. Slight,
you might say. Powrerllcpicts her
figure as being 14 percent body
fat-a lean machine. In truth, it is
her personality that stands taller
than her body-towering and
powering---{he only way Susan
Powter feels comfortable while
sending her message loud and
clear: Tiffi DIET INDUSTRY IS
ONE BIG LIE!I
Stop the lnsanl" is the first
boolt written by a woman who has

gone from 260 lbs. to 127 lbs.
without the "help" of Jenny Craig,
Weightwatchers or Dcxatrim, but
don't think she didn't try every
diet under the sun nrst. Of course
she did, along with millions of
other women who will do anything to look the way they "think"
they should look in· toctay' s
society.
However, the basis of Powter's
message is not about the way you
look necessarily; it is about the
way you feel. The hook renccts
''your understanding and being
able to apply the foundations of
wellncss to your life so you can
change your body forever." The
three essentials to achieving this
very attainable goal are EATING,
BREATHING and MOVING.
As far as eating is concerned, the
bouom line is all about that
dreaded threc-leuer word: FAT.
Powt(':r says, "If you're eating
food, you're eating fat. If you're
eating and you're not eating fat,
you're eating a chair." Basically,
all food has fat in it, thus all the
bright, glossy labels on food
products at your local supermarket
arc basically lying, using "lean,
light and low faL ..the buzzwords
of the 1990's." How can they lie?
" The loopholes and laws arc
designed to protect the manufacturers," so fmding out the truth
about food is up to the consumer.
Powrer uses a mathematic " fat formula" to help shoppers nod the
true amount of fat in the food
they're eating. Also included is a
comprehensive list of foods and
their fat content to usc as an easy
reference.
Powtcr believes in "high
volume, low-fat" eating. Quite
simply, the way to lose wight is to
swt eating. Food is fuel, and because this tho case, starving
yourself, which is what liquid
dicL~ and diet pills are basically
asking you to do, can only set a
dieter up to consequently eat
heavily, binge in many cases and
ultimately fail in their quest to lose
weight, If you eat actual low-fat
foods in volume (ie. potatoes,
most vegetables or Wheaties) you
stay physically and mentally satisfied, fueled and ready to be as
powerful as you can be.
Breathing adds oxygen to the
"fu..:l" and the most efficient way
to obtain oxygen, besides hauling
around an oxygen tank, is through
movement. Some call it exercise.
Call it whatever you want a~ long
as you keep moving. An in~A:rest-

701 S. Dearborn
427-7992
CD Jukebox
Darts
Pool Table
Students Welcome!
(Must be 21 )

Bring in thi,, AD for u free draft

ing fact Powtcr submits is
"exercise modification," or the
fact that a heavier person will not
be able to keep up with an aerobic
exercise class with a crowd of
thinner human beings. Sadly,
there aren't many exercise studios
that cater to this simple observation.
"It's time to do something that
works," says Powter and she is I 00
percent convinced her way is ~
way-not because she wants to
sell books, video tapes or boost her
television ·ratings, but because her
program makes sense iii a time
when there is proof that women
arc being manipulated, scammed
and just plain lied to. Of course
she's controversial because she
tells the truth. Of course people
arc intimidated by her-we're anation who cannot accept
differences in individuals, and are
used to soft,quiet women: FAT '
CHANCE.

Defiance
By Nechama Tee
Oxford University Press, 1993,
209 pag~~$27.50.~ ..... - ""

Reviewed by Michel
Schwartz
Productilm Uitor

Nechama Tee ' s Dt./fllnce is
definitely geared towards a very
specifiC audience, but this reviewer
can't flgUI'C out who that is.
Holocaust literature is extremely important to Jews. Its purpose is
to help keep the "war stories" of
this period alive in order to keep
Jews from tolerating even one step
towards a repeat of its intense suppression . Because of this,
Holocaust survivors, refugees and
their offspring have told their
tales, which arc genuinely horrible
stories that evoke fear, shame and
rag.:. The objective of revealing
these memories, however, gets
lost in the shuffle as bookshelves
arc bombarded with this topic .
As this reviewer read Defiance,
she found some pans to be easily
read and interesting, but with all of
its dates, names, locations and
political jargon, it was not unlike
a history textbook. Granted, this
book is not fiction and because of
the discomfort the topic of the
Holocaust evokes in Jews, it is not
meant to be easily read. On the
other hand, when a book is packed
with so many hard facts, one can
lose the emotion Holocaust books
are supposed to evoke.
Because Holocaust literature is
10 imponant and 10 plentiful, a
book must sumd out from the rest
to be effective and successful as
anything beyond a reference book.
Deflanc1 doesn't contain the unique quality it needs to do that.
In a brief conversation with Toe,
this reporter discovered tho
author's valid reason for fillina
Dljlanc1 with so many fac ts,
quotes and even ~~ pages of cltutions. Tee saya that thoro arc so
many anti-semitic groupa trying to
prove that the Holocauat nevor

happened, that Jews should no
longer legitimize their arguments
by debating with them. Instead,
Jews should present attributed
facts to the general public.
On that token, a saying comes to
mind: ''Nevercxpl3in-yourfriends
don'tnced it and yourenemies won't
believe you anyway."
Defiance attempts to explain the
remarkable rescue of Jews by
Jewish partisans. Although the
story is a fantastic one of courage,
strength and loyalty to the Jewish
faith, it is hidden behind too many
dry statis~cs and facts.
This book should be read because
the legacy of the Holocaust must
remain alive, but Defiance is not the
type of book to read from cover to
cover while relaxing in a hot 'b!lth.

c,-

Brain Tricb: Huw to
With the Dark Sith of Your
Brain and Win the Ultim11te
Mind Game. By David L.
Weiner, Prosthemus Books,
1993,358 pages,$19.95

By Simon Cygielski
Photo&litor

David L. Weiner's book Bl'lllll
Trlckl opens with the IISieltion
that the brain has a plll')lOJC of ill
own, which may or may not coincide with that of its owner. Thia is
a pretty scary proposition, if one
considers the fact that this 01p11 is
responsible for everything that we '
do, think and feel.
Going funher with hjs theory,
Weiner shows that mao'a
The Male Body
knowledge is very limited in ·the
By Dr. Abraham Morgentaler,
areas which, over the cerlluries,
M.D.
have received the most 8lleDtion
Fireside, 1993, 190 pages,
from scientists and phiiosopbtn.
$10
These are the questions about the
Reviewed by Toni Man- origins of time, the univmc and
life. Also, we seem to know very _
giarulo
little about the pwpose of any of
"torrespondrnt
these, especially ourselves. If one
Men wonder about a lot of rejects the dogma of religious
teachings (which can't be proved
things; their problems at work,
home and most importantly, their by any rational means) the purpose
sexual health. The latter is the of life remains unexplained.
topic of a new self-help mediCal What's worse, according to the
author, is the fact that when
book called The Male Body by Dr.
Abraham Morgentaler.
viewed in the contextof the CIIOI'This book covers everything
mity of the universe, it seems
'
from the development of the male fairly unimponant
body, to prostate cancer and
The brain; more conccmcd wilh
beyond. The book gives an inside the everyday needs such as food,
sex and survival, rarely allows us
look to male sexual probleins and
explains why some men might be
to wonder about the triviality of
our problems. Inaead, it,is condiafraid to talk with their doctors.
Morgentaler uses his own
tioned, or in the author's words,
"programmed,• to satisfy the impatients as examples. He wanted
mediate needs of the individual,
to show real cases of what can
happen if you dont take care of causing a great deal of pain and
yourself. The book explains ho:w.a
Strt:S.$. ,~,the!i:\l('n~f'\~'\
meL
·
•
man can go through life and not
know he has any health problems,
The ideas of this book are
when in fact, he could have prospresented in a series of diaJocues,
tate cancer. The book explains
which makes for enjoyable readhow to chock if there is anything
ing. Although the characters
wrong.
singlemindedly speak in WeiDer's
Morgentaler divides the book
words, their mental meanderings
into two pans: the fllSt answers the
prove quite amusing. While one
questions where, what, how, when
may or may not agree with what
and why. He tells you where the
they say, it is very hard not to get
problem is, what it is, how it got
to lilte sonieooe like Ed Grogan, a
there, when it happened and why
foul-mouthed . octogenarian
it happened in detail. The second
pbilosopher who keeps pestering
part of the book talks about the
Essie Beecroft, a fellow resident at
problems men can have with their
a retirement horne with tidbits 1ike
sexual health in detail with subhis "scale of @N$holes." This is a
jects like STDs, infertility and
numerical scale on which the
testicular problems. This book
hUinility of a human being is ralcd,
reads liltc a high school texL It
with Number Ones thinking that
wasn't wriuen like the usual health
they have the answer to everybooks that can be hard to underthing, while the· Number Sixes
Stand.
have accepted the fact tbat they are
The book was very interesting
ignorant and meaningless. Freed
to read. This reviewer learned a lot
from the need to prove their immore than she bargained for. The
portance or intelligence, thoy are
author did say that this was a good
freed to live their lives in peace
book to read for both men and
and contentment
women. Maybe this reviewer
Henry Heiman, another of
might have found that to be true if Weiner's colorful charactets, is a
she was taking a human sexuality
frequent guest on a radio ta1Jc
class and studying the male body.
show. He expounds his somewhat
Otherwise, this book is geared
unusual viows on everything from
towards men.
time and space to the genetic
makeup of the human race. His
tirades bring across, onco again,
Woinor's point about the relative
insignificance of human oxisteace
in the liahtoftheinftnitD nature of
theunivono.
The dialogue Is confined to the
fii'St pan of the book, in which the
author outlines what ho eeea as the
problem with the b(ain, This is the
fact that tills fanlasdcally complex
computer Is just that, a compu110t,
and behaves according to its
programming. According to
Woinor, thele pc.opama n bodl
genotically and cnvironmerually
"inputted" to tho bnln. Tho prob-

Male

Bralna
Seepaaeu
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Brains
From page 10
lem with this is that most of them
control drives, such as territorialism, which, although once
useful, in today's world are an
obstacle in relations between
people.
In the second pan. promisingly
titled 'The Answers,"the author's

solutions to dealing with all this
outdated programming are
presented. Here, unfortunately,
the book falls somewhat shon of
expectation. We are told that it
will offer the means to help us
override these programs, when
they affect our lives negatively.
The answers presented here, however, seem both inconclusive and
unoriginal. In fact they appear to

be a kind of afterthought, perhaps
a way to sell this book in the
popular self-help section instead
of the less often visited prettyquirky-but-interesting-ideasabout-life section.
Brain Tricks makes interesting,
and informative reading, presenting what little is known about the
functioning of the brain in clear,
understandable language.
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<A CUBIST NIGHTMARE COMEDY)

DIRECTED BY GREG AllEN
THURSDAYS - SATURDAYS AT 8PM
oel'O'BER." 28 ~~ DECEMBER . '1 1g, ..

meetingmorep}lotograpl!mam
editors, finding out more about
tbe worlcings of the business,
future trends, e.tc., this group is
for you. Plus, tbere is tbe potentialofmeetingnewfriendsandto
''talk pictures:'

rrs UP'IOYOU!
Calls will only be taken until
October30.
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BY JEFFREY JONES

I am fonning a group to expand
our photojownalisrn education.
There is much, much more we
can learn than what we learn in
class. If you're interested in
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a1 ~~e ~eo-Fulurarium 5153 NAsnland (al Fos~er l. 27)-555

THE GROUP WILL FORM
. ONLYIFSTRONG
INTEREST IS RECEIVED. ·
Call me - Paul Perez at (312)
772 - 5915 or Simon Cygielski
at tbe Chronicle office (312)
663 - 1600 ext. 343 by 0ctober
30 and let us know if you would
like to be part of the action.

Love
From page 9
due to the poor choice of a synthesizer for accompaniment,
which sounds a little too polished,
with not enough "punch" to keep
it interesting. Overall, Tweet and
Savaiano's singing has more than
enough verve to carry the play
through most of ihe less inspired
moments.
I Do, I Do scores big points for
ihe technical side of the production. The set, designed by David
Krugh, is clean and realistic, supporting the homey mood of the
play. The choreography keeps ihe
action flowing smooihly.
Anyone who's ever had a

romantic relationship, will easily
identify with Agnes and Michael's
marital tribulations. The story is
perhaps too sappy for some, but
it's carried out with great enthusiasm by the cast, and would be
hard to dislike, except by ihe most
jaded audience. Some may walk
out embarrassed to have liked ibis
play, but not many will be disappointed.
I Do, I Do , Duected by
Katherine Dolan. The Royal
George Caberet 1641 N. Halsted.
Performances Fri. 7:30 p.m., Sat.
6 p.m. and 8:30 p.m., Sun 2:30
p.m. ihrough Nov. 7. Tickets S20
(312) 988-9000. Groups S 15 (3 12)
573-0050.
r . /\. 1\. _L_W L L . l.
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Student Development Workshops
October:
Selecting a Major
10/27/93

November:
How to Prepare for Graduate & Law School
11117/93
How to Beat the Holiday Blues
11 /24/93

December:
Study Skills & Time Management
12/1193
How to Beat the Holiday Blues
12115/93

January:
Preparing For Your Next Semester
1112/94

Sponsored by Academic Advising ... .
All workshops are held on Wednesdays in Room 303
Wabash Building at !2:00PM

CENTRAL CAMERA
CoMPANY
·
·
·
·

View Cameras
Tripods
Flash/Meters
Binoculars
Used Cameras/Lenses
(Most items over $50.00;
6 month limited warranty)
Paper/Chemicals/Enlargers
(Kodak, IIford, Oriental/Seagull, AGFA)
New Cameras/Lenses
· Photofinishing/Film
· Darkroom Accessories

OUR
0

94TH
YEAR IN

BUSINESS
0

NEW 5°/o STUDENT DISCOUNT ON MOST PHOTOGRAPHIC PAPER, FILMS, AND
SUPPLIES (SOME EXCE~TIONS)
We also discount our photofinishing and develop.ing services.
Next day color print processing, comes with a 2nd set at no charge!!
230 S. Wabash Ave. (near Jackson)
Phone(312)427-5580
Fax (800) 421-1899
HOURS: Monday-Friday 8:30- 5:30
Saturday
8:30- 5:00
Mail And Phone Orders Accepted *Repairs Accepted *We Accept Trade-Ins
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COLUMBIA COLLEGE IS PLEASED ro SPONSOR TiiE

3rd Annual Student
Leadership Conference
Workshops, Critical _
D ialogue, Recreation

December 3-5, 1993
Applications Available;
• Student Life & Student Development W 301
• Academic Advising & Placement W 300
• Library-Circulation Desk M 21111 Floor
• Theatre/Music Building 3111 Floor
• Dean of Students Office M601
• Residence Hall
• Dance Center

Application Deadline:
• Friday, October 22•, 1993

Qualifications;
• Freshman orSophomore

Standing And Full-time
Student Status
• Must be available

entire weekend ·.

Leadership And Community SeNice

